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MTWO Complete Construction Cloud is an integrated 5D BIM enterprise cloud 
platform for contractors, asset owners and developers to accelerate their digital 
transformation journey. It helps AEC companies move away from digitalization 
with the ‘tool thinking mindset’ into a ‘platform thinking’ one. It enables all 
teams on construction projects to perform their day-to-day work and collaborate 
throughout the project lifecycle in the same platform.

The connectivity and consistency between different work areas is one of the key 
values of the platform. All participants work within the same database, all data 
is stored in one place, and all processes are connected. Comprehensive project 
reports are generated quickly and easily, and you own the data to optimize your 
processes and keep you ahead of the competition.

MTWO is the most complete, integrated and intelligent solution for the 
AEC industry. It supports 5D BIM project lifecycle management, enterprise 
digitalization, data analytics and data-driven decision making. The result is 
streamlined workflows, more efficient collaboration, lower risk, shorter project 
duration and unprecedented productivity.
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“With iTWO 4.0*, we see it as one of the key 
strategic developments in the industry. It’s 
going to be an enabler to interlink our key 
processes with our innovation strategy. We
realize that iTWO 4.0* addresses the key issues 
we have; we need process integration, usability 
and scalability, as well as
inherent transparency.”

Dr. lan Quirke,
Business Unit Manager, Zublin



Platform Technology
The highly fragmented construction industry needs platform technology. It is 
only when all business-units and projects have unified workflows and processes 
that the real value of enterprise digitalization can be unlocked. MTWO is the only 
complete cloud platform on the market that offers the advanced functionalities 
and technologies needed to support modern construction projects and enterprise 
digitalization.

It’s not an additional tool, it’s an integrated platform that combines all your 
processes into one interface. Different areas of work can communicate and interact 
freely with each other, allowing each project role to work within the same package 
and interface while knowing the connection and influence of one section’s data 
upon others. This supports enhanced collaboration and helps to rapidly improve 
productivity. The platform can be further extended by adding more applications 
with open APIs, leveraging the most up-to-date technologies to create better 
outcomes.

Advanced 5D BIM Support
BIM is one of the most valuable processes for visualizing structured construction 
information digitally. It can be helpful in keeping up with your defined goals in a 
verifiable way, if construction and operation phases are included. This is what MTWO 
focuses on; it integrates construction planning, building and operation with 5D 
BIM. In this way, you will make time and quality gains in execution planning and 
construction for your projects. The visual BIM models create a lifelike demonstration 
of building processes for everyone involved in the planning, execution and operation 
phases. Within MTWO, BIM can help to optimize planning and better control 
budgets and deadlines in the execution and operation phases with constant,  
real-time comparison of target and actual costs and schedules.
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5D BIM Project Lifecycle Management
MTWO integrates the management of entire project lifecycles with 5D Building 
Information Modeling in one platform. From quantity takeoff, estimating, 
scheduling, procurement, site management and facility management, all 
processes are interconnected and linked with the BIM models. All project roles 
and stakeholders, including BIM managers, estimators, schedulers, procurement 
managers, project managers, site managers, project owners, subcontractors and 
more carry out their day-to-day tasks in the same platform and share information 
in real-time. This new way of working provides one single source of truth for the 
project team, helps to increase transparency and tractability of all data, and thus 
improves quality and productivity across all project phases.

From 3D BIM to 5D BIM
MTWO extends the use of BIM technology from the design phase into the 
construction and operation phase by introducing the 5D BIM concept. This refers 
to adding the 4 D (time data) and the 5 D (cost data) to the 3D BIM models, and 
sharing it among all project roles and stakeholders across every project phase 
to enhance collaboration. The 5D approach brings all project stakeholders in the 
early phase of the project to work out the optimal project plan, with 5D simulation 
comparing different time and cost scenarios. As a result, the team has access to a 
master plan to guide project execution, reduce change orders, manage risk and 
increase productivity.

 › BIM model management
 › Quantity takeoff
 › Estimating
 › Scheduling
 › 5D simulation
 › Tender & bid management
 › Project management
 › Procurement management
 › Quality & safety
 › Site management
 › Facility management
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Optimization potential through BIM 5D

“The advantages for the customer when using
BIM 5D are in the consistency and quality of
the data regarding the entire planning and
execution procedure. They are the basis for
the verifiable increase in quality and efficiency
in your projects over all project phases.”

Martin Fischer,
Professor of Civil and Environmental
Engineering and (by Courtesy) Computer
Science, Stanford University
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Enterprise Digitization
MTWO is not only a platform for AEC companies to transform projects digitally, 
but also to unlock the digital value across their enterprises. Once implemented, 
AEC companies are taken on a digitization journey that transforms their processes 
and fully digitalizes their operation. Enterprise data and resources are efficiently 
managed, enterprise workflows are standardized, and all data is structured in one 
single source of truth. Multiple business units of a company can manage multiple 
projects enterprise-wide on the same platform, enhancing the collaboration 
between multiple project teams, and facilitating the management to gain an 
enterprise-wide view of resources for optimized resources allocation. Insight from 
enterprise data is generated to improve workflows for current and future projects.

 › Workflow Management

 › Business Partner Management

 › Enterprise Data Management

 › Enterprise Resource Management

 › Document Management

“At Implenia, the RIB solution was and is an 
essential component to push BIM and 5D in 
particular, as well as the entire digitization 
process within the company.”

Matthias Jacob,
Chairman of the Management Board at Implenia Hochbau
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Whether from the operational level, management level or strategic level, the 
comprehensive functionalities and real-time data from MTWO fulfill different 
management needs. The enterprise database consolidates and structures 
data and templates of different processes, such as the cost code, procurement 
structure, material catalog, model evaluation master, assemblies and more. The 
operational level can easily leverage the historical proven templates to facilitate 

their task management, substantially simplifying their works and improving 
efficiency. Operational data is interconnected and can be extracted to create 
reports to support management level in project performance control. The workflow 
management function streamlines and standardizes management workflows. 
Towards the end of the lifecycle, the enterprise control tower provides the strategic 
level with dashboards to gain holistic business insight.
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Build better, faster and smarter with MTWO 
Complete Construction Cloud

MTWO Complete Construction Cloud features connectivity, intelligence and  
automation as its backbone. The enterprise solution is designed to help you deliver 
projects better, faster and smarter. From project initiation to completion, it is at your 
side to meet all your project and enterprise digitalization needs.

Optimized Planning
MTWO empowers planning teams to develop an optimized project plan. The 5D BIM 
and Cloud capability of the platform enables teams to work and communicate with 
the same dataset early in the planning phase to develop the optimized time-cost 
planning with 5D simulation. It helps to improve accuracy in the construction phase, 
resulting in reduced risk, lowered cost and shortened project time.

Improved Collaboration
MTWO Construction Cloud enables effective collaboration among project teams, 
which is key to the success of modern projects. Contractors, owners, site managers 
and any other project roles can easily integrate and manage their processes through 
a single, always-connected cloud-based platform. The main office and construction 
site are seamlessly connected with real-time data sharing through mobile devices. It 
eliminates information silos and minimizes delays, rework and communication errors 
among stakeholders and between the office and the jobsite

Intelligent Control
MTWO Construction Cloud enables better control on project cost, schedules and 
quality within a single platform. The realtime constant comparison of planned VS 
actual cost and visualized schedules allows teams to reallocate resources and tasks to 
ensure projects remain on time and on budget. By processing quality inspections and 
quality control with the help of mobile apps and AI, onsite teams can take proactive 
action to reduce project risk and improve project quality.

Data-Driven Decision Making
MTWO Construction Cloud empowers teams to make datadriven decisions across 
their projects and the organization. With a centralized database connecting 
enterprise-wide data, it allows project teams to access the latest project data in real 
time to perform tasks and make decisions in a timely manner. The visualized and 
interactive dashboards and reports, help management to understand project KPIs at a 
glance. It’s also simple to discover root causes of project issues and view development 
trends that form the basis of optimized project processes for better outcomes.



How can we help you? 
Get in touch to find out more

MTWO@SOFTWAREONE.COM
WWW.SOFTWAREONE.COM/CONSTRUCTION
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